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Position Paper

Meeting Contemporary Expectations for Physical Therapists: Imperatives, Challenges, and Proposed Solutions for Professional Education

Susan S. Deusinger, PT, PhD, FAPTA, Beth E. Crowner, PT, DPT, MPPA, NCS, Tamara L. Burlis, PT, DPT, CCS, and Jennifer S. Stith, PT, PhD, LCSW

Background and Purpose. Advances in medical science and shifts in the structure of health care have required adjustment of the realities of practice to fit the changing demographics of health, illness, and disability. Emerging changes in health care policy and regulation require continual response to new expectations and accountabilities in clinical practice. The intimate relationship between practice and professional education demands adoption of new teaching and learning strategies to prepare graduates to respond to the contemporary patterns of health and complexities of health care. This position paper advocates change in physical therapist education to enable practitioners to capture opportunities to promote the health of our patients via new delivery models—and thus lead the evolution of our profession.

Position and Rationale. To lead, physical therapists must (1) demonstrate interprofessional competence in what is certain to be an interdisciplinary industry, (2) assume new roles and accountabilities within new structures of the health care system, and (3) devise models of care, particularly for patients with highly prevalent and chronic conditions, that address movement and function across the full continuum of health and life. In turn, professional education must require (1) early and persistent exposure to, and clinical mentorship by, practitioners in other disciplines; (2) accountability for expected treatment outcomes embedded in the Affordable Care Act; and (3) skill development in community health assessments, health promotion, and prevention of disability and disease across the lifespan.

Discussion and Conclusion. The mission of health care is to improve the health of individuals and of populations. As science progresses and a more global view of human health emerges, change in professional education is inevitable and essential to meet this mission. Such change will be a catalyst to create and capture opportunities to use new delivery models to optimize the health of our patients.
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Background and Purpose

The intimate relationship between practice and education in any profession demands an integrated view of the pressures of the work environment and the social culture in which that work lies. The mission of health care always has been to improve health—first of individuals—and then of populations as science evolved and a more global view of human health emerged. Advances in science and shifts in the structure of health care brought new expectations that shaped how the realities of practice must fit the changing demographics of health, illness, and disability. Currently emerging changes in health care policy and regulation have required physical therapists (PTs) to respond to many new expectations. These changes are catalysts to lead the evolution of practice and capture opportunities to promote the health of our patients via new delivery models. This position paper proposes changes in professional education to allow PTs to respond to the complexities of health and health care, and be full partners in what must become an integrated and interdisciplinary service industry.

Position and Rationale

We address 3 focal areas to drive change in physical therapist didactic and clinical education. First, achieving true interdisciplinary practice demands that physical therapist educators create learning experiences that result in interprofessional competence. This expectation must apply initially and across the entire continuum of professional development. Second, while responding to new accountabilities of the federal Affordable Care Act (ACA) may be stressful for practitioners, there is opportunity to create new approaches to address current stresses in clinical education. We advocate expanding the breadth of clinical education to include experiences in accountable care organizations (ACOs) or patient-centered medical homes (PCMHs) as a strategy for building practice options for care across the lifespan of patients. Finally, providing focused and in-depth education in the care of patients with highly prevalent conditions may prepare graduates to implement new care models and pathways that
transform how contemporary health conditions are managed. Low back pain, obesity, and cancer survivorship are used as examples of conditions that are common in the adult health profile of the United States (US) and about which PTs must be especially well-educated. Effectively managing these conditions requires more than a single episode of care and demands an interdisciplinary approach inclusive of both treatment and prevention.

We propose to develop new paradigms of clinical practice by tailoring professional education to achieve an integrated, interdisciplinary approach to health and health care that will meet contemporary needs.

The Interdisciplinary Environment

Interprofessional education (IPE) is not a new concept, but it is now an imperative. The US was recognized as a leader in IPE in the 1970s and is experiencing a resurgence as health care providers acknowledge the need to be truly interdisciplinary. IPE gained global attention when the World Health Organization (WHO) established its Expert Committee on Medical Education. Additional impetus for formalizing IPE arose in 2002 when the Institute of Medicine (IOM) requested that educators focus on IPE as a core essential. By 2008, the IOM had restated this request as an imperative. The Association for Prevention Teaching and Research (APTR) fueled interest in IPE by creating the Healthy People Curriculum Task Force (HPCTF) in 2002, and then convening the first Institute for IPE Prevention Education in 2007. In this Institute, interdisciplinary team members from the same institution proposed IPE projects. Then, in 2009, the IPE Collaborative (IPEC), comprised of 6 different professional associations, collaborated to publish a report on core competencies for IPE in the health professions. Although not a part of the IPEC, the American Physical Therapy Association (APTA) supports having core competencies in IPE and has embraced the work of defining and promoting interprofessional expectations for physical therapy. At least 10 of the current accreditation criteria for physical therapist education programs address interprofessional competency. However, until multiple professions embed commonly shared IPE terminology and expectations into their accreditation standards, graduates in the health professions will not learn to practice collaboratively, and will not be prepared to advance their patients' health through interdisciplinary clinical care. Leaders of the academy must ensure that IPE is mandated in both didactic and clinical education across all health professions.

Ideally, the goals of IPE are to (1) develop self-role clarity, (2) increase knowledge and appreciation of the roles of other health care professionals, (3) improve health care delivery, and (4) enhance patient outcomes. The literature supports that IPE can achieve the first 2 of these goals. Methods reported to have been successful in producing such changes include curriculum enhancement, simulation, workshops, university clinics, service learning, training units, training wards, videconferencing, and online education. It is clear that improved attitudes increase communication and teamwork. There is some evidence that IPE can affect other aspects of health care delivery, such as increased patient satisfaction, improved care for cancer survivors, reduced errors, and increased patient safety. Unfortunately, little evidence is available that IPE translates to delivery of evidence-based care. Determining the impact of IPE on health care delivery processes and on patient outcomes will be critical for creating efficient and effective new models of care, and for educating PTs to pursue collaborative practice options. Resources to enable such study must be allocated to document the influence of IPE on practitioner attributes and actions, improved patient outcomes, and cost-effectiveness of health care. Investment by APTA and the Foundation for Physical Therapy (as well as other funding sources) is needed to study the impact of IPE on care in an interdisciplinary environment.

Some authors assert that it is the sole responsibility of academic institutions to provide IPE. We believe it is a shared responsibility between both the academic and clinical health care providers to study, provide, and engage in IPE. Gilbert recommends that learners be immersed in (not just exposed to) an interdisciplinary environment during their last year of study, after they have developed their individual disciplinary identities. IPE that employs academically based strategies during professional education is a first step, but physical therapist education programs appear to be quite inconsistent in how they enable students to build interprofessional competence. A recent (unpublished) survey of IPE initiatives in physical therapy education, conducted by the Task Force on Interprofessional Education of the American Council of Academic Physical Therapy (ACAPT), showed that IPE occurs mostly in the early stages of classroom learning and clinical practice. Although service learning, workplace experience, and postprofessional residency or fellowship may be used to foster IPE, few academic programs actually partner with clinics to provide the immersion recommended by Gilbert. We assert that our profession has not moved interprofessional education and research into the clinical setting—and thus has not yet fully embraced IPE.

Achieving true interprofessional competency requires not only engaging in IPE during initial professional education, but being committed to its lifelong pursuit through interprofessional continuing education. Regardless of when it occurs, for IPE to be effective we must: (1) address stereotyping that perpetuates power differentials in the health professions; (2) use language that avoids labels such as “allied health,” which blurs the unique contributions each discipline makes to the whole of interdisciplinary care; and (3) continually reinforce interprofessional expectations throughout all venues of health care and across all stages of career development. We must see ourselves as “united,” not “allied” health professionals. The study of IPE and the conduct of interdisciplinary practice cannot remain distinct and separated. Although Montgomery professes that professionals need to be educated together to practice together, we believe that students need to practice together to be educated together. As health care evolves, this remains a career-long obligation. We owe it to our patients to unify interprofessional education and interdisciplinary practice.

We would be remiss if we failed to acknowledge the potentially significant barriers to fully implementing IPE in any level of physical therapist education. Academic institutions and clinical sites both encounter such barriers. Beyond the inertia of tradition, standardizing the way(s) students are educated in either didactic or clinical phases of professional education can be compromised by the variety and sizes of both university and clinical settings. The sheer number of students in the various health professions at some universities can outweigh the support and resources available to provide IPE for all students. Especially at a time when university costs are rising, coordinating efforts among academic departments or even among institutions can be prohibitive. The same concern is shared by clinical sites, where providing IPE could challenge budgets at a time when expenses are high and revenue may be decreasing. IPE also may be challenging to deliver in sites with fluctuating staffing patterns and frequent vacancies, conditions that make providing well-rounded experiences for students difficult. Recent demographics regarding distribution of PTs across practice venues show 54.0% of PTs currently working in out-patient settings, and only 11.6% working in acute care hospital settings. These demographics may favor access to out-patient clinical experiences, but do not favor pursu-
ing IPE competency. This may be especially true if the profession adopts a year-long internship at a single site where interdisciplinary collaboration is not part of the model of care. However, the special provisions related to interprofessional care included in the ACA may, in fact, help minimize the barriers we currently perceive. With changes in the health care models described below, interprofessional competency will be necessary, and opportunities for professional development and collaboration will be substantially enhanced.

The Environment of Health Care Reform

Clearly, the profile of American health and health care has changed. Forty-four percent of Americans have at least 1 chronic health condition, and 13% report having 3 or more.31 Of Medicare beneficiaries, 68% have 2 or more chronic conditions, and 36% have 4 or more.32 In 2009, average health care expenditures among people with 4 or more chronic conditions were almost double those for people with 2-3 conditions, and 7 times higher than for people treated for 0-1 chronic condition.33 In a cohort of Medicare beneficiaries with 6 or more chronic conditions, 60% required hospitalization, accounted for 63% of postacute care costs, and demonstrated 30% higher hospital readmission rates.34 Providing services to these individuals is further complicated by poor coordination across providers of subsequent care following acute episodes of illness and by inadequate access and funding for the 16% of Americans who are uninsured for health care. Rising health care costs, fragmentation of services along the continuum of care, and lack of access and coverage were catalysts for creating the ACA. It is inevitable that the ACA will affect (1) the roles PTs assume and practice settings in which they work, (2) reimbursement structures applied to physical therapy, and (3) accountability metrics that will drive delivery and tracking of physical therapist services. For the benefit of our patients, we must educate PTs to work differently and effectively in the new environment of health care.

The ACA could have a positive impact on the settings in which PTs practice and the roles they perform. This legislation includes the formation of ACOs and PCMHs. Both structures were developed to improve coordination of services across the continuum of care and be accountable for achieving quality care metrics while controlling costs. Both structures also assume that multiple disciplines will partner to achieve these goals. Orszag and Emanuel35 state that the ACA establishes provider structures that are dynamic, flexible, and able to respond to real-time system changes. For PTs to respond, didactic and clinical education must educate students to (1) recognize macro-level changes in the health care system that affect how care is delivered, (2) develop strategies that allow for rapid adjustment in processes and delivery models, and (3) build the role of case manager into one’s career. Delivery of content about health care structures, analysis of case management scenarios, and training in interprofessional communication are important, but experience during clinical education is essential to prepare graduates to meet these goals. Because PTs are permitted to work within a single ACO or participate in multiple ACOs simultaneously, full-time clinical education rotations within ACOs or PCMHs should be implemented and required. Practitioners must master the regulations and quality indicators for each ACO in which they are members. In their roles as clinical instructors (CIs), they must hold students accountable for streamlining care using standardized assessments to support required outcome measures. CIs will need to be trained to mentor students in aspects of care that exceed the boundaries of the typical patient–therapist treatment session and must accept the dual accountability of responsiveness to both the patient and the health care organization. Multiple elements of the current Clinical Performance Instrument (CPI)36 already address health system expectations (eg, documentation accountability, effective communication, and assurance of patient safety) that are applicable to practice in traditional or in new health care structures. Even so, the expectations suggested above may need to specifically be incorporated into the CPI for change to occur in practice patterns through the work of our graduates.

Provisions in the ACA for expanding coverage for basic preventive health care also may have an impact on the functions PTs perform and the settings in which they practice. O’Connor et al37 propose 4 opportunities to ensure that prevention emerges as a key component of health care reform. These include (1) leading the way to implement community health assessments (CHAs), (2) linking clinical and community prevention, (3) supporting the development of payment mechanisms that reimburse for prevention, and (4) serving as a community resource for coordinating care and building the nontraditional workforce. We believe that PTs must partner with public health authorities or local health care facilities to conduct these CHAs and must consider serving as intermediaries between public health and social service departments. Because the public health system is poised to develop and implement primary prevention strategies outside the typical office or clinical setting, professional education must mandate mastery of prevention concepts and provide experience within public health departments or at sites offering community prevention programs. This may mean embracing mentorship of PT students by non-PT practitioners during substantial parts of clinical education. Academic programs also should consider creating their own prevention-based service lines to supplement other options for clinical education. Creating partnerships with insurers to implement community-based prevention programs would facilitate new levels of collegial relationships among students and faculty, as well as benefit consumers. United Healthcare, for example, has offered an alternative payment model and partnered with the YMCA to deliver diabetes prevention programs that promote lifestyle changes in those who are at risk or have prediabetic symptoms.38 This kind of initiative would manifest a real commitment to delivering care in new ways to the people whose health can be influenced positively by physical therapy.

Alterations in reimbursement models embedded in the ACA are expected to have an impact on traditional patterns of clinical education. Bundled payment models place an emphasis on quality and efficiency of care. These models provide a fixed rate of reimbursement for a given condition, often across the continuum of care, and create strong incentives for entities to control administrative burden.39 Responding to these incentives may reduce the number and type of clinical experiences offered to students, due to reductions in staffing. In the same manner, clinical education experiences in free-standing outpatient physical therapy clinics may become less available if these facilities have difficulty partnering with acute care institutions to provide postacute care services. For practitioners who are grouped together to receive bundled payments, coordinating care among providers will be essential to meet cost and quality expectations. Ironically, this requirement can serve the needs of student trainees who need interdisciplinary experience and be a catalyst for implementing IPE in new settings because it yields opportunities for clinical education that have not been explored.

The dynamics of health care reform (currently driven by the ACA) will continue to provide opportunities for physical therapy to shape its own future. Although changes in didactic education are important, those suggested for clinical education are critical for seeing practitioners assume new roles and accountabilities, and creating new opportunities in prevention and public health.
Making these changes will require careful examination of clinical education philosophy, mentoring mechanisms, and learner responsibility. Such examination can enhance current models in clinical education, as well as drive new models and open new routes for PTs to care for patients.

The Changing Face of Health and Models of Care

Compared to a century ago, people in the US are living longer, surviving injury and disease, and making myriad lifestyle choices that are affecting their health, functional independence, and quality of life. These changes (especially those affecting physical activity) highlight the importance of physical therapy to the health of society and demand response in professional education to ensure that the foundations of our knowledge match the realities of practice. Practically speaking, the current breadth of our potential contributions already is difficult to add in 3 years of professional education. As new knowledge emerges, new educational strategies will be required. One approach is to focus curricula on highly prevalent conditions to ensure that graduates become skilled in addressing the current profiles of health and disease seen in this country. Designing professional curricula around a deliberate selection of major conditions and organizing didactic and clinical experiences around achieving interprofessional competency in managing these conditions could avoid increasing the duration of professional education while responding to new evidence for practice. We selected 3 conditions as exemplars of health problems that are likely seen in most health care venues, invite interdisciplinary prevention and intervention, and open opportunities to influence the patterns, costs, and outcomes of care.

The Patient With Low Back Pain (LBP)

LBP affects 31% of the adult population at any one time and 80% of adults at some point in their lives. It is the leading cause of activity limitation and lost work days in this country and represents a huge financial burden for individuals and the health care system at large. Simply put, LBP is not a single or simple condition. It presents differently at different ages, responds differently in acute versus chronic stages, and has a high recurrence rate. The incidence of LBP is increasing in absolute numbers as our population ages, which could stress the health care system even further. Only 33% of older adults with LBP receive any exercise instruction from their primary care provider, perhaps explaining the reported tendency of these patients to overuse physical agents (eg, ice, heat, and TENS) to manage their pain. It is increasingly clear that general activity is most appropriate for acute episodes of LBP and motor control exercise important to prevent chronic conditions. These interventions fit perfectly in the scope of physical therapist practice and invite partnerships among other care providers to observe patients for initial episodes, readiness for intervention, and recurrence. PTs are well prepared to help patients adhere to the changes in movement and lifestyle required to have any significant impact on the condition, and could be instrumental in designing new venues for intervention (eg, the hospital Emergency Department) that could reduce recurring pain patterns characteristic of many with LBP.

The effect of LBP on individuals, families, workplaces, and society as a whole signals the importance of creating new models of care that not only highlight the expertise of physical therapy, but incorporate the contributions of other relevant disciplines to address comorbid conditions (eg, depression) that accompany some patients’ experiences with LBP. Such models must be constructed to address the entire continuum of care (including prevention) and adapted to address risks for LBP across the lifespan. The complexity of LBP warrants early introduction in professional education and sustained attention as training proceeds. Because LBP occurs widely in the population, gaining experience in its management during clinical education should be feasible in both general and specialty practice arenas.

The Patient Who Is Obese

Obesity results from an imbalance of energy intake and output. Although genetic influences do contribute to the weight status of humans, environmental factors that influence eating and activity patterns are considered more influential. The current prevalence of adult obesity (ie, Body Mass Index ≥30kg/m²) in the United States is reported to be 35.7%, with a significant increase for both adults and children expected in the next decade. More troublesome than absolute BMI ranges are the health effects associated with obesity. These effects include bodily pain, medical comorbidities, and frank disability, all of which can compromise health and life. The implications of obesity for the individual are severe; for the health care system, they are expensive. Wang reports that medical expenditures attributed to obesity could exceed $860 billion and account for $1 out of every $6 spent on health care by 2030. In addition to medical expenditures, stereotyping and stigmatization is reported to be associated with switching practitioners, or “doctor shopping,” which, in turn, can lead to increased use of emergency rooms, primary care visits, hospitalization, and expenses for health care.

Opportunities abound for PTs to take a central role in promoting the health of patients of all ages who are obese. The obesity epidemic signals the need for new models of care that draw from the expertise of multiple disciplines to address the long-term implications of the condition. Beyond valuing primary prevention of obesity, physical therapists’ influence on pain, function, risk for injury, and the need for compassionate care is enough to justify substantial attention to this disturbingly prevalent condition during professional education. Given its epidemic nature, required experience during clinical education with patients who are obese will be readily available in current adult and pediatric settings. Such experience may occur with various types of patients and could use specialized approaches such as aquatic physical therapy and group exercise programs to which students already should be oriented. A focus on obesity does not detract from our value for diversity in generalist practice. Rather, it reaffirms the importance of all levels of prevention and opens opportunities for new roles in interdisciplinary patient care.

The Patient Who Survives Cancer

The incidence of cancer diagnoses has risen over the past 40 years, fueled by early detection and enhanced by general longevity of the population at large. Because of medical advances, overall survivorship from cancer is expected to rise 31% in the next decade, with that in older adults expected to rise 42%. Survivor rates are critically important to individuals, but also impact the health care system, which is projected to see a 29% increase in the current costs for cancer care by 2020. As a result, several obligations and opportunities emerge for PTs. First, evidence points to the importance of exercise in the primary prevention of some forms of cancer, as well as the prevention of modifiable sequelae resulting from other forms of cancer. This obligates PTs to communicate the critical importance of physical activity when in contact with any patient, and when educating within their communities. Second, PTs can have a central role in managing complications resulting from the treatment of cancer. These include: obesity, lymphedema, pain, peripheral neuropathy accompanying fall risk. Of all complications, cancer-related fatigue is the most common side effect of treatment, affecting 80%-90% of those receiving chemotherapy or radiation. PTs must be vigilant in identifying and seeking interdisciplinary partners to help patients...
manage cancer-related fatigue and other effects that can affect function, quality of life, and health. Third, physical activity and exercise has been judged to be safe for survivors and reduces the impact of cancer-related fatigue. Evidence is growing to establish more precisely the type and intensity of exercise appropriate for particular types of cancer and their sequela. This information will increase the effectiveness of physical therapy for survivors and will make active involvement in the management of cancer survivorship an expectation of all PTs.

Evaluating PTs, at both the professional and postprofessional levels, about the causes and effects of cancer will become increasingly important as survivorship rises and care for sequelae is needed. It will be essential to develop models of care that are appropriate from the time of diagnosis, that help patients manage long-term implications, and that guide them through the end of life. These models must be interdisciplinary and include care that occurs in the context of each patient’s social and cultural milieu. Clinical mentors must guide students’ learning in each circumstance in which care is delivered—this will require embracing interprofessional education as an imperative and interdisciplinary practice as a core philosophy.

**DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION**

A PT’s mission to improve health is steeped in strong expectations of professionalism and provision of empathic and compassionate care. Our profession has been enhanced by efforts to develop a unique and scientifically sound body of knowledge to support our work. Now, we must adjust to new realities and reexamine traditions in both physical therapist education and practice.

First, the profession must make IPE a priority through early and sustained experience in interdisciplinary care that spans the continuum of life and health. This approach must be strengthened by CAPTE standards, achieved using new strategies of mentorship at the clinical site, and supported by continual study of how patient outcomes may be enhanced through integrated health care.

Second, we must create clinical education opportunities that involve students in prevention of illness, injury, and disability, and promotion of health in the context of new rules and regulations of the ACA. This will require developing new community interfaces and adopting new standards for who can provide clinical instruction—both of which could expand the availability of clinical contact for students.

Finally, physical therapist education should focus on highly prevalent conditions, management of which requires foundational knowledge applicable to other less prevalent conditions. This approach to curriculum design preserves generalist training at the entry level, avoids expanding curriculum duration, and prepares graduates to master knowledge and skills in areas most important for the health of this nation.

We are confident that physical therapy will remain important in the scheme of rehabilitation. However, without change, PTs will miss the opportunity to contribute to the primary care so that all people, for whom movement is a requirement for health and life, will benefit
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